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Harry Akers is a postgraduate student and clinical demonstrator at the University of Queensland School of Dentistry.
Book:
Ross Fitzgerald, Lyndon Megarrity and David Symons, Made in Queensland: A New History. Special Commemorative Edition, UQP, St Lucia, pp. 1-380: 97807033 36617(pbk), RRP $45.
To mark the 150th anniversary in 2009 of the foundation of the separate colony (later state) of Queensland, the state government established the Queensland 150th Celebrations Unit in the Department of the Premier and Cabinet in 2005. An advisory commit tee was appointed to oversee activities, which included a proposal for a writ ten history of Queensland. The consequence is Fitzgerald, Megarrity and Symons’s Made in Queensland: A New History.
Having its genesis in a telephone discussion between former Queensland Premier, Peter Beattie, and Emeritus Professor in History and Politics (Grif fith University), Ross Fitzgerald, the commissioning of Made in Queensland was controversial.  Some questioned the integrity of a proposal that was initiated and sponsored by the Department of the Premier and Cabinet. Others questioned the tendering process and Beattie’s selection of Fitzgerald as the primary author. A label of the “of ficial history of Queensland” did lit tle to quell disquiet. Parliamentary questions, a complaint to the Ombudsman and public criticism of both Fitzgerald and his selection fuelled innuendo. In reality, Fitzgerald held suitable credentials: a former Chair of the Centenary Federation of Queensland; a commentator for the nationally distributed newspaper, The Australian; an eminent academic; and the author of many publications. Fitzgerald is one prominent figure in literature regarding Queensland history.
Locating and translating scattered archives into vibrant narrative is a dif ficult assignment: condensing resources spanning 150 years into 380 pages, even more so. The authors confronted an intimidating task and their ef forts bravely at tempt to capture an Australian audience. One strength of the book, its broad sweep of the Queensland canvas, is also a weakness. By its very nature, the Queensland story is what journalists term a “runner”: a pliable report that conveys diverse messages and allows dif ferent interpretations. Many readers will cite events, issues and personalities that are omit ted. However, against the backdrop of enormous archives, brutal editing and the sales pitch aimed at national distribution, criticisms of omission are not only inevitable but also 
inconsequential. Made in Queensland is an impressive contribution to Australian literature. 
The authors transcend the boundaries between commercial and academic writing with plain language and a simple message. The subject is Queensland and the themes are social, political and economic histories and the moulding of state identity. While we are Australians, we remain Queenslanders. Fitzgerald et al address the reasons why. Their collaboration has produced a combination of narrative and analytical styles that facilitate reading and comprehension. The arguments are clear and convincing. The absence of designated authors to each chapter means it is dif ficult to assign individual input but references may give some clues. Megarrity, awarded a PhD (University of New England), has a forte in the “politics of development” circa 1900. This surfaces in early chapters. Symons’s contribution is dif ficult to establish but he holds a Bachelor of Arts (Grif fith University) with a major in Historical Studies. Being a co-author of Made in Queensland is an impressive achievement. The relative contribution of each author is immaterial but many readers will recognise Fitzgerald’s influence. 
The typography assists the delivery of the narrative. Text is large, well spaced and organised into short and medium sized paragraphs. An opening “Contents” features chapter titles, sub-headings and maps of “Queensland’s Indigenous Languages,” “Queensland Early 1900s” and “Queensland Today.” These forecast themes and times and provide the landscape for the story. “Prologue From the Dreaming to 1859” sets the tone for the nine chapters, which conclude with an “Epilogue” that focuses on the changes “From Beattie to Bligh.” The chronological focus in each chapter leads to unavoidable fragmentation of three major influences on Queensland development: decentralisation, distance and water. That being said, the authors ef fectively use time sequences to make the story flow. 
Within many chapters, themes involving indigenous issues, education and the arts appear. In later chapters, the focus leans more to political and social history rather than economics. Relevant demographic profiles of Queenslanders are of ten given in the introductory sentence of a paragraph. At no stage do the authors present statistics that are dif ficult to comprehend. Chapters usually finish with a short conclusion. At variance are chapters five and eight. The former introduces new material and the lat ter spans three pages. At these points in the text, some readers may be intrigued by questions of “who” wrote “what.”
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The story starts 45 to 50 million years ago and moves through periods of indigenous set tlement and “early” European encounters. Hunters and gatherers established both an advanced social order and an environmental awareness. While the contemporaneous dif ficulties of communication and travel and the hierarchical organisation of the first Australians fascinate, there are hidden suggestions in the book: readers are finite passengers in time and mere custodians of the land. The narrative progresses through the highs and lows of the “frontier society…politics of development…Lucky State” and evolves into the emerging “Smart State” of the new millennium. Made in Queensland demonstrates the bipolarity of human nature: celebration about achievement versus condemnation of injustice. 
In the “Foreword,” the Executive Chair of the Queensland 150th Celebrations Advisory Commit tee, Professor Peter Coaldrake, states that the book “addresses the issue of ‘Queensland dif ference.’” Another reviewer has argued that this is Fitzgerald et al’s central thesis.  While Made in Queensland conveys the genesis and the evolution of Queensland identity, it lacks hard behavioural analysis of cultural explanations for perceived ‘Queensland dif ference.’ Presumably recognising that “Queensland dif ference” has currency, the authors engage potential readers with a clever title and subtitle: Made in Queensland: A New History Our People, Our Places, Our Stories. The use of the question mark in the chapter sub-heading “Only in Queensland?” means that Fitzgerald et al only ask the question. In reality, they encapsulate debates regarding cultural explanations with an admirable and concise account on page 163. While fostering a sense of Queensland identity, this text allows the inference of ‘Queensland dif ference’ from the rest of Australia. Hence, this text preserves the enduring legend!
Given the consternation regarding the commissioning of Made in Queensland, the obvious question is the 
authors’ treatment of the Beattie era. For the statistically minded, the first 142 pages cover the prologue and the era from 1859 to 1959. The next fif ty years involve pages 143 to 278. There is an undoubted focus not only on the last half-decade of Queensland history but also on the post-2001 Beattie era. To some extent this is understandable. It has more popular appeal as readers may identify with events and players. Moreover, Fitzgerald has extensively covered earlier epochs in prior texts. However, the sparse incisive comment about aspects of post-1998 ALP politics leaves the authors vulnerable to claims of a benevolent handling of the Beattie era.
Another notable feature of Made in Queensland is few references from provincial newspapers. This is related to a writing style that embraces conflicting requirements: at tempts to engage a national market with broad Queensland concepts versus the stringent demands of editing. In the 1980s, Fitzgerald set a high benchmark for research with his two volumes of A History of Queensland.  Now aided by electronic databases, digital technology and the wealth of post-1980 writing about Queensland, Fitzgerald et al have raised the bar. In areas where this reviewer has a comprehensive knowledge of Queensland history, the references are both appropriate and strong. A “Select Bibliography” with chronologically arranged subsets of references and an “Index” facilitate additional research. 
The narrow appeal of Queensland history creates dif ficulties for commercial publishing, which explains the role of the Department of the Premier and Cabinet in funding Made in Queensland. Beattie backed his judgment on both the selection of Fitzgerald and the tendering protocol in an explanatory email to the Deputy Ombudsman. He wrote: “I believe the book should be judged on its merits when it is released in 2009.” In May, Made in Queensland appeared on booksellers’ shelves. Readers can make their own decision. 
needs to be supported by changes in content delivery and curriculum re-design. Part of this transformation will see the establishment of a diagnostic suite of learning activities that will bring together patient assessment, diagnostic information gathering, and treatment planning to feed into comprehensive patient management. These changes are not only necessary, but I believe timely, and are occurring against a backdrop of significant transformation in dentistry overall.In an ef fort to further enhance engagement with the profession in a more structured manner, I have recently established discipline-specific Curriculum Consultation Committees, whose role is to of fer advice to the School’s Teaching & Learning Committee as it moves forward in its re-development of its undergraduate and postgraduate programs. I believe these committees will serve an invaluable function in shaping the School’s of ferings, and will allow the implementation of a supported and integrated comprehensive patient care model.  I am 
personally involved with each of these committees, and am in the process of constituting their membership. Once again, I would be happy to discuss these with interested members.Lastly, I’d like to close by turning engagement on its’ head, and asking the profession to engage with us. It is not good enough for the School to continuously look to the profession and ensure that it is engaged. It is as imperative that each practitioner look within, and ask what level of engagement he/she has with the School. Engagement of course comes in all shapes and sizes. We are always interested in hearing how you wish to engage, and we will do our utmost to remove barriers for such engagement. The School is however an autonomous body that sits at the juncture between the University proper and the profession, and as such sometimes grapples with competing interests. Let’s all make sure that our engagement with one another does not get lost in translation!
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